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The Size & Distribution of Cities Topic 6.4
1. This map was 
generated by 
examining 
commuter 
patterns. What 
type of region is 
this?
2. How does this 
map represent 
gravity model?
3. What spatial 
pattern do you 
notice in the 
distribution of 
megaregions, and 
what might 
explain that 
pattern?



The Size & Distribution of Cities Topic 6.4
Sketch a diagram of central place theory. Be sure to include: 

★ an outline of the shape used to delineate the boundaries of 
the market area

★ the location of the service
★ a symbol representing threshold
★ a symbol representing range
★ short explanations of essential parts of central place theory 

(italicized above)



IDEAS FOR SLIDES
SLIDE 1 source: Wikipedia, WorldAtlas.com
Use this slide to discuss rank size rule and primate city. Figures are in millions except for 
cities with populations below one million. Some are clearly one or the other, but others may 
require greater discussion. A primate city has a disproportionate economic and cultural 
influence and is often the only city people think of when they think of that country. Have 
students consider the extent to which these two theories are still relevant. As the world 
becomes more urbanized, will they become more or less applicable?

SLIDE 2  source: Visualcapitalist.com
Use this slide to review functional regions (1), urbanization patterns at the national scale (2), 
and the gravity model (3). 

SLIDE 3 Students should draw a hexagon for the market area, with the service at the center. 
A symbol representing people who use the service should be drawn for threshold, and a line 
indicating the distance from the boundaries of the market area to the service should be 
drawn for range. 



About the National Council for Geographic 
Education: The National Council for 
Geographic Education is a nonprofit 
membership organization that works to 
strengthen the quality and effectiveness of 
geography teaching and learning. We provide 
a global forum for educators of all levels to 
exchange ideas and engage in professional 
learning opportunities to improve their 
geography teaching practice. We provide the 
organizational structure needed to advance 
research in geography education. We publish 
journals, the National Geography Standards, 
and a variety of materials for diffusing 
research and best practices on geography 
education. We recognize exceptional 
educators and supporters in geography 
education. We lead and support a variety of 
educational and creative programs to support 
our members and advance global literacy. Got 
questions? Email us at ncge@ncge.org 
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